
TMOverview Chart Science �, Box 1 
Title genre –

Writing Form grL DrA Science Standards Curriculum Focus
Science Comprehension Language & Vocabulary Writing Comprehension

A Balancing Act explanatory text, recipe, 
food web

U 50
Life Science – function and diversity among living 
things; conservation and care of ecosystems

ecology – populations in 
ecosystems

recording information about 
food chains

using suffixes that relate to 
professions

writing a recipe for success at a 
chosen task

outlining a local environmental 
issue

Faults and Fire explanatory text, 
captioned illustrations

U 50
Earth and Space Science – fault lines; earthquakes 
and volcanoes; monitoring trouble spots

earthquakes – fault lines, 
plate tectonics 

completing a quick quiz writing alliterative headings
composing “Did You Know?” 
statements

writing tips for preparing for a 
disaster

For the Birds explanatory text, sidebar 
facts

T 50
Life Science – structure of the skeletal/muscular 
systems; reproduction, adaptation, and survival

birds – structure, habitats, 
life cycle

locating and recording 
fascinating facts

composing a bird alphabet
composing a set of suggestions  
for attracting birds

finding out more about local birds

good Vibrations explanatory text, “What 
Do You Think?” text

S 40
Physical Science – characteristics of sound waves; 
how we hear and communicate using sound

sound – production, how 
it travels, volume

summarizing sections of text identifying syllables in words 
categorizing different kinds of 
sounds

answering questions on sound

Looking at Lakes explanatory text, sidebar 
facts

T 50
Earth and Space Science – how lakes are formed; 
Earth’s crust; earthquakes and volcanoes

lakes – formation, 
importance, different types

comparing different kinds of 
lakes

using adjectives and adverbs to 
enhance text

composing a postcard to a friend
defining and giving examples of 
bodies of water

plant for the planet descriptive report, “Did 
You Know?” text

T   50
Life Science – kinds of trees; structure; 
photosynthesis; conservation issues

trees – importance, tree 
parts, Arbor Day

comparing broadleaf and 
needleleaf trees

providing verb synonyms in 
sentences

writing a letter to the editor about 
protecting trees

composing a plan for planting trees 
locally

robot power descriptive report, 
fascinating facts

U 50
Science and Technology – how technology is 
constantly changing; benefits to society

robotics – types and 
purposes, recreational use

locating significant information 
about robots

matching scientists with their 
definitions

stating points for and against 
robots

writing tasks for a personal robot

Science at Work descriptive report, simple 
explanations

T 50
Science and Technology – scientific principles and 
different forms of energy in everyday applications 

machines – energy, 
electronics, magnetism

categorizing different 
inventions

proofreading for spelling and 
punctuation

writing about favorite inventions
explaining and giving examples of 
simple machines

Sensational Cells explanatory text, “Did 
You Know?” text

U 50
Life Science – cells as unit of life; how cells 
function and reproduce

cells – plant and animal, 
functions, keeping healthy

using a Venn diagram to 
compare cells

writing an acronym or initialism 
for personal qualities

composing health tips for cells researching different human cells

Sky Watching descriptive report, “Astro 
Facts”

T 50
Earth and Space Science – the solar system and 
constellations; changes in technology/knowledge

night sky – galaxies, solar 
system, star maps

locating and recording 
fascinating facts

composing a space glossary
writing a story about a trip to 
another planet

forming opinions about life on 
other planets

That’s Fishy
descriptive report, 
“Fishy” questions and 
answers

S 40
Life Science – fish habitats; future of ocean food 
chains; conservation

fish – habitats, life cycles, 
ecology

recalling information about  
fish habitats

searching for and using 
homophones

composing a quick quiz for others 
to answer

locating and finding information 
about another person who is 
helping to save our seas

Wetland Wonders descriptive report, poetic 
text

T 50
Life Science – life in the wetlands; importance of 
wetlands; conservation issues

wetlands – as ecosystems, 
protection

recording significant facts 
about wetlands 

rewriting poetic language as 
informational text

writing entries in diary format –  
a wetland animal

composing a poster for saving the 
wetlands
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TMOverview Chart Science �, Box 2 
Title genre –

Writing Form grL DrA Science Standards Curriculum Focus
Science Comprehension Language & Vocabulary Writing Comprehension

Antarctica,  
the Challenge

descriptive report,  
time line

U 50
Life and Earth Science – environmental changes; 
fragility of the environment; threat of extinction

Antarctica – history, ecology, 
future

comparing home with aspects 
of Antarctica

using clues to complete an 
Antarctica crossword

interviewing Douglas Mawson,  
the explorer

stating arguments about the fate of 
Antarctica 

Battles in your 
Blood

explanatory text,  
fun facts

T 50
Life Science – makeup of blood; role of blood in the 
human body; meeting needs for survival 

blood – makeup, groups, 
keeping healthy

recording important 
information about blood

matching words and their 
definitions

writing a story of the journey of a 
blood cell

writing job descriptions for 
different organs

Connected explanatory text U 50
Science and Technology – how technology is 
constantly changing; benefits/unintended consequences

digital technology – analog 
technology, benefits, dangers 

comparing benefits and 
dangers of digital technology

explaining new words and phrases
writing an invitation in different 
formats

stating opinions about past and 
future technologies

Deep and Dark descriptive report,  
brief facts

T 50
Life and Earth Science – diversity and adaptation of 
organisms within an ecosystem; properties of rocks

caves – types, formation, 
animal life, exploration

categorizing information about 
caves

matching a range of phobias with 
their definition

composing an imaginary story 
about caving

forming and justifying opinions 
about exploration

Fit for Life explanatory text, 
procedural text

T 50
Life Science – the structure/function of the nervous, 
skeletal, muscular systems; exercise and health

healthy living – fitness, 
nutrition, exercise

locating and recording 
information about fitness

composing a health glossary writing a personal fitness plan
recording a set of healthy meals 
for a complete day

going, going, 
gone

descriptive report, 
“What Do You Think?” 
text

T 50
Life Science – diversity of organisms within an 
ecosystem; adaptation for survival of the species

ecosystems – balance, habitat 
protection

recording main ideas and 
supporting details

using different prefixes to form 
opposites

composing a letter to the editor 
about endangered species

stating arguments for and against 
hunting

microbes rule! explanatory text,  
mini facts

V 50
Life Science – importance of microbes to life on 
Earth; effects of microscopic organisms on health

microbes – importance, types, 
future science

comparing different types of 
microbes

finding singular forms for unusual 
plural forms

writing tips for food safety and 
hygiene

stating opinions about research in 
the future 

Sorting It Out explanatory text, 
sidebar information

V 50
Life Science – how living things are classified; 
relationships among living things

scientific classification – the 
seven levels of classification

locating information about the 
five kingdoms

understanding and writing 
mnemonics

composing a quick quiz for others 
to answer

finding out more about animal 
phyla

Structures  
and Design

descriptive report, “In 
the Animal World” text

S 40
Science and Technology – different kinds of structures; 
physical laws of design; withstanding external forces

structures – physical laws, 
common designs

finding information about 
animals and structures

changing verbs to nouns and nouns 
to verbs

writing a postcard from a famous 
structure

finding out more about a famous 
structure

Survival explanatory text,  
“I’m a Survivor” text

T 50
Life Science – how species meet their needs for 
survival; human impact on the environment 

survival – basic animal needs, 
people helping

summarizing main sections of 
text

writing an acrostic poem using the 
word “survive”

composing tips for caring for a pet researching the biomes of the world

The Science  
of Color

explanatory text,  
Q&A format

S 40
Physical Science – the physical explanation of light 
and color; use of color in nature 

color – light, perception, 
mixing colors 

providing answers for questions 
posed on Contents page

using verb synonyms in sentences
justifying color choices for painting 
the school

researching colors and emotions

Weather  
or Climate?

explanatory text,  
“That’s Extreme” facts

V 50
Earth and Space Science – how weather patterns are 
formed; how climate affects populations; ecology

climate – different zones, 
change, threats 

comparing climate zones composing a Contents page
listing beneficial and harmful effects 
of weather 

researching information about CFCs
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TMOverview Chart Social Studies �, Box 1
Title genre –

Writing Form grL DrA Social Studies Standards Curriculum Focus
Social Studies Comprehension Language & Vocabulary Writing Comprehension

Ambassadors explanatory text,  
mini-biographies

U 50
Individuals, Groups, and Institutions –  
contributions of national and cultural heroes

good citizenship – values, 
representing others 

comparing qualities of different 
ambassadors

composing verb antonyms and 
synonyms

writing an outline about personal 
skills and qualities

justifying opinions about qualities of 
good ambassadors

Bells of Freedom dramatized historical 
recount, time line

U 50
Time, Continuity, and Change – the American 
revolution; events/concepts that change history

American Revolution - 
contributors

recognizing cause and effect
rewriting past-tense text as present-
tense text

composing a newspaper report 
stating rights and responsibilities in 
specific situations 

Chicago, Chicago descriptive report, 
historical recount

V 50
Time, Continuity, and Change – history of  
a city; communities; differences among cultures

urbanization – growth of 
Chicago, main events

matching significant dates and 
events

using expressive language to create 
newspaper-style headlines

advertising your own town or city
researching an accomplished 
woman 

master Builders explanatory text, 
dramatizations

T 50
World History – history of ancient Rome; events/
concepts that change the course of history

Roman Empire – landmarks, 
famous buildings

recalling significant information 
about Rome

recognizing and using Latin roots
writing interview questions and 
possible answers

writing a proposal for a new 
building

meet marco polo dramatized narrative, 
time line

T 50
World History – ancient China; differences  
among cultures 

Marco Polo’s travels -  
relationships

making inferences about people 
in the book

finding and using homophones
recording information in a journal 
format

making an outline for a travel 
brochure

money matters descriptive report S 40
Production, Distribution, and Consumption – history  
of money and banking; economic concepts

history of currency –  
money around the world

writing summary sentences
recognizing and using dual-function 
words

writing advantages of saving versus 
spending

writing a personal budget

nelson, hero of 
the high Seas

dramatized biography, 
direct quotes 

V 50
World History – identifying problems in interaction 
between nations; methods of resolution

Horatio Nelson – loyalty, 
leadership, bravery

locating high and low points in 
Nelson’s life

creating and defining new and 
fantastic compound words

composing a quick quiz for others 
to answer

writing a time line for another 
famous sailor

The Courageous 
Life of Clara Barton dramatized biography T 50

Time, Continuity, and Change –  
contributions of people to U.S. history

Clara Barton –  
American Red Cross

locating/recording significant 
information

composing alternate section 
headings

writing interview questions for Clara 
Barton and possible answers

finding out more about the Red 
Cross

The right to Vote explanation, historical 
recount

V 50
Power, Authority, and Governance – history of 
suffrage; citizens’ rights, responsibilities, and duties

history of voting rights –  
gender, age, ethnicity

recording  information about 
women’s suffrage in the U.S.

writing an acrostic about people’s 
rights

writing about children’s rights and 
responsibilities

writing for and against arguments 
regarding rights

The Star-Spangled 
Banner

dramatized narrative, 
sidebar information

T 50
Citizenship and Culture – people’s contributions to 
U.S. history; events that change the course of history 

citizenship – how the U.S.  
flag and anthem came to be

distinguishing fact from opinion
defining positive qualities in people 
and locating examples

writing lyrics for a song designing and explaining a flag

Tin Lizzie dramatized biography, 
sidebar information

S 40
Time, Continuity, and Change – role of 
industrialization on affecting social change

life and times of Henry Ford
rewriting events in the correct 
sequence

substituting synonyms for words in 
sentences

composing a personal time line forming opinions about cars

Voices of War dramatized historical 
recount, sidebar facts

V 50
World History – identifying problems in interaction 
between nations; methods of resolution

Vietnam history – different 
points of view

locating information to 
complete a quiz

defining words ending with “ist” writing a letter to a friend
interviewing people from the 
Vietnam War era
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TMOverview Chart Social Studies �, Box 2
Title genre –

Writing Form grL DrA Social Studies Standards Curriculum Focus
Social Studies Comprehension Language & Vocabulary Writing Comprehension

A Clock 
Through 
Time

dramatic historical 
recount, “Did You 
Know?” facts

U 50
Time, Continuity, and Change – everyday life in different 
periods of history; factors influencing settlement

world events – 18th, 19th 
century, everyday events

recording significance of specific 
events

writing synonym replacements composing an imaginary sequel
researching millennium  
time capsules

After the 
Waves

expository text, 
historical recount

U 50
Individuals, Groups, and Institutions – role of international 
institutions; global environmental and health issues

global issues – 2004 tsunami, 
effects, response

locating information to  
complete a quiz

composing alliterative headings writing a letter of support
describing the effects of disaster on 
different people

Black gold expository text, sidebar 
facts

U 50
Production, Distribution, and Consumption – future of  
natural resources; pollution; geographic specializations

natural resources – oil, 
exploration, refining, ecology

finding fascinating facts  
in correct sequence

writing antonyms and synonyms for 
selected adjectives

listing advantages and disadvantages 
of using oil

researching issues from the book

Cultures at 
Crossroads

expository text, sidebar 
facts

V 50
Time, Continuity, and Change – interaction of  
language and culture; how cultures impart values

culture – change, diversity, 
language

locating information about 
different cultures

finding and using homophones
writing about the value of your own 
culture

researching the five most spoken 
languages

Famous 
Firsts

expository text, Q&A 
format

T 50
Science, Technology, and Society – scientific developments 
around the world; people’s contributions to U.S. history

inventions – different fields, 
famous inventors

matching events with people 
making new words from the word 
“inventions”

writing interview questions and 
answers

recording personal firsts

great Cities
descriptive report, 
“What Do You Think?” 
section

S 40
Time, Continuity, and Change – analysis of city life in 
various locations; factors relating to settlement patterns

urbanization – history,  
attractions, problems

comparing four great cities writing an acrostic about cities
recording ways to improve the local 
neighborhood

researching another great world city

If you’d Been 
There Then

historical recount, “Did 
You Know?” sections

S 40
Science, Technology, and Society – scientific  
developments around the world

world events – 20th century 
highlights by decade

locating the correct decade for 
specific events

composing appropriate names for 
each decade

writing a 20th century newspaper 
report

predicting advances in a range of 
areas

It All Began 
here

descriptive report, 
sidebar facts

V 50
Time, Continuity, and Change – ancient history; factors 
influencing settlement; impact of cultures/locations on history

civilizations – beginnings, 
growth, features

comparing different civilizations
choosing suffixes to form nouns 
from verbs

composing a quick quiz for others 
to answer

finding out more about another 
civilization

Technology 
and Treasure

dramatic historical and 
contemporary recount

U 50
Science, Technology, and Society – historical  
relationship of technology to society

marine technology – treasure 
hunting, equipment 

locating and summarizing 
information

solving acronyms and initialisms writing an imaginary sequel
writing a time line for technological 
advancement

The 
Clockmaker

historical recount, 
sidebar facts

S 40
Space and Place – concepts of longitude, latitude,  
time zones; events/concepts that change history 

problem solving – biography  
of John Harrison

summarizing problems and 
solutions 

composing a glossary of words 
ending in -tude

writing an imaginary conversation
writing about dangers faced by early 
sailors

The Fourth 
president

historical recount, direct 
quotations

T 50
Time, Continuity, and Change – identifying  
contributions people have made to U.S. history

presidents – James Madison, 
contributions  

detailing important contributions 
by James Madison

explaining the meaning of common 
proverbs

composing a classroom Bill of 
Rights

writing a profile for a favorite 
president

The Iroquois 
League

historical recount, “Did 
You Know?” facts

V 50
Time, Continuity, and Change – time line within 
U.S. history; how cultures impart values

American history – Iroquois 
League, customs 

summarizing main points about 
the Iroquois League

finding definitions for words ending 
in -archy

writing “Did You Know?” statements
researching another native American 
tribe
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